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A test is used to evaluate a dog, these themes are used to assess the 
psychological equilibrium of the dog as well, its tolerance vis-à-vis humans, and 
its reaction to unusual events. These themes must be coherent, and in direct 
relation to everyday life 
It's also 
-through an established, standardized gesture, the tester asks for a reaction, 
this reaction is analyzed by observing the expression of the dog, one takes into 
account-eyes-of the head-and body language. 
-With regard to the whip, it is advisable to analyze it in fine, in order to avoid 
finding under the dog in question 
The reaction of the dog is appropriate to the movement of the tester at the 
moment. 
This expression is global, and the analysis can only be carried out by persons of 
experience and accredited at least by the National Dog Authority. 
Dogs not all reacting to the same stimulus, it is essential to submit to the Dogs 
various stimulations (themes), to ensure the result of the test. Most dogs do not 
immediately reveal their aggression, it is essential that the testers know how to 
stimulate decipher, analyze, and also anticipate any spontaneous or underlying 
attitude of the dogs in question. 
The assessment in question 
For dogs on herd 
Dogs with highly developed mental qualities can only be evaluated in packs at 
first, and then if some subjects are interesting individually                                                  
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Organization: 
 
This examination is carried out by a judge herd or Judge trial dog protection of 
the CSC, a tester officially designated by the Organizing Association, and if 
necessary helped dog of their choice 
This examination can take place during a dog show, during pastoral days set up 
for the initiatives of the breed clubs or the pastoral technicians or herders ' 
groups. It is intended to observe the sociability of dogs and their psychological 
balance, including towards animals. 
The organizers will have to make available a herd of a dozen preferably non-
pregnant (empty) sheep, in good sanitary condition and accustomed to the dogs 
which will be parked in an enclosure of fifteen city gates, or with screens of 
Ovine contention of 1m high minimum. 
 
The judge will ensure the good condition of the animals made available, of the 
conformity of the equipment. 
 
OrganisatioLe Jury: 
 
C. A.N.T. must be judged by or a dog protection judge of the CSC, or a herd 
judge, or an approved tester after training, this one is appointed by the club or 
clubs of the breeds concerned. 
The judge will ensure that the examination forms are properly completed. 
Before the tests start, the judge will have to explain to the candidates the 
purpose of these tests as well as the course of events. 
After each dog, the judge will make a brief commentary on the behaviour of the 
dog examined at the address of the driver. 
 
Candidates: 
 
The driver will have to comply with the convening time and report to the 
secretariat upon arrival. He will have to submit to the health check and present 
the documents concerning the hired dog. 
The driver will have to comply with the judge's wishes and in no way interfere 
with the work of the other candidates. 
 
 
 
 



Presentation 
 
At the invitation of the judge, the driver talks with him about the dog he 
presents, his living environment, his current or future education.... 
The judge presents to the candidates the aims sought and the interests of this 
type of examination 
 
 

 

 

1-Exercise: umbrella, rattle and arms raised, the tester crosses the owner of the dog on the other side of the 4 

gates, then if the attitude of the dog allows, the tester recrosss the team without the barriers between them.  

1-exercice :  parapluie, crécelle et bras levés, le testeur croise le propriétaire du chien de l'autre côté des 4 

barrières, puis si l'attitude du chien le permet, le testeur recroise l'équipe sans les barrières entre eux.   

 

 

 

1- 4 barrier 

3- with 20 barrier 

and 10 cheeps 

 

plastic tarpaulin 

Recommended Event Plan 



 

 

2- 3m x 4 mètre plastic tarpaulin with 5 plastic bottles underneath 

 

 

 

 

3-The dog kept on a leash not stretched, not conditioned by the master, revolves around the park outside, 

then enters the park, and if the attitude of the dog allows, this one is left free near the sheep (without leash)  

The shot will be done in a place where I L will not hinder the dogs of the contest 

-Le chien tenus en laisse non tendue, non conditionné par le maître, tourne autour du  du parc  à l'exterieur, 

puis pénètre dans le parc, et si l'attitude du chien permet, celui-ci est laissé en liberté pres des moutons ( sans 

laisse)  

Le coup sera fait dans un endroit où il ne gênera pas les chiens du concours 

1- for Solicitations   

Arm  Umbrella Rattle 
 
The exercises are 
first on each side of 
the barriers, then 
without the barriers 

 
 

Tester 

City barrier 

Dog and master 

Triggering the exercise 

 



Certain behaviours    

 

yes 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes          and          No 

Yes    and        limit  

Yes 



 

SCC Commission Troupeau CANT 

To be completed by the presenter 
Name                               Gender: 
 Catalogue No. 

  Date of 
birth 

        
  

 
ID number 
 Date and place 
Judge 
Original Book No 

1°pa
ssag
e 
 
2d 
pass
age 

  

 

1-Human Contact 
Crosses humans, the dog walks on a leash 

Note  Résu
ltat  

Result Contact Animal Outside and then inside 
the Sheep Park, the dog walks on a leash 

Not
e  

Résult
at 

Stay calm without recoil reaction 4   Attentive without reaction of mistrust or recoil 4   

Recoil slightly but remains in place finally 2   Follows his master with distrust 2   

After a while the dog comes reluctantly 1   Follows his master hardly remains indented, 1   

Recoil panicked, no control possible by the judge, growls. Not 
desired 

  Refuse to follow his master, play, assault. Not 
desi
red 

  

Visual solicitation umbrella crosses a tester with an 
umbrella, the dog walks on a leash 

    Covering 
The dog walks on a leash, passes on a tarp 

    

Advance, or after a downtime follows his master 4   continues to advance even after a time of 
downtime 

4   

Pass with motivation of the master 2   Passes with a motivation of the master 2   

Passes with a strong motivation of the master 1   Passes with a strong motivation of the master 1   

Don't pass, flee, growl. Not 
desired 

  Don't pass, flee, growl. Not 
desi
red 

  

Visual and Auditory solicitation 
Crosses a tester with a rattle, the dog walks on a leash 

    Hearing request 
2 pistol Shot or 2 dry snap at less than 5m, the 
dog walks on a leash 

    

Advance, or after a downtime follows his master 4   A movement of surprise, recedes but resumes 4   

Passes with a motivation of the master 2   Passes with a motivation of the master 2   

Passes with a strong motivation of the master 1   Passes with a strong motivation of the master 1   

Don't pass, flee, growl. Not 
desired 

  Don't pass, flee, growl. Not 
desi
red 

  

General Attitude           

Relaxed Friendly 4         

Little Sure  3         

Moves tense, the presenter calms the dog, flees, growls. 

Comment and signature of the judge or certified tester 

 
  

 

1-The character test is accepted between 14 and 24 2-the character test is 
postponed from 0 to 13-2 unwanted equivalent to a refusal. The presenter 

must let the Dog express himself, do not condition the dog by talking to  him      For 2not desired the dog is shifted       

                                                             

1-le test de caractère est accepté entre 14 et 24 2-le test de caractère est reporté de 0 à 13-2 équivalent indésirable à un refus. Le présentateur doit 

laisser le chien s'exprimer, ne pas conditionner le chien en lui parlant pour 2NON désiré le chien est déplacé 

 

 

 

Signature judge 

 

Accepted 
 

Shifted   Refused   


